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Ambulatory assessment (AA; also known as ecological momentary assessment) has enjoyed enthusiastic
implementation in psychological research. The ability to assess thoughts, feelings, behavior, physiology,
and context intensively and repeatedly in the moment in an individual’s natural ecology affords access
to data that can answer exciting questions about sequences of events and dynamic processes in daily life.
AA also holds unique promise for developing personalized models of individuals (i.e., precision or
person-specific assessment) that might be transformative for applied settings such as clinical practice.
However, successfully translating AA from bench to bedside is challenging because of the inherent
tension between idiographic and nomothetic principles of measurement. We argue that the value of
applied AA will be most fully realized by balancing the ability to develop personalized models with
ensuring comparability among individuals.

Public Significance Statement
Psychological research is increasingly measuring human functioning in life as it is lived, by assessing
thoughts, feelings, behavior, physiology, and context using tools like smartphones and other mobile
sensors. This article proposes some basic principles for adapting these research tools for applied
clinical settings.

Keywords: ambulatory assessment, ecological momentary assessment, personalized models, precision
assessment

joyed a dramatic increase in use in psychological research (Hamaker & Wichers, 2017). Enthusiasm for AA is primarily driven
by three unique strengths: the ability to assess individuals in their
natural environment (enhancing ecological validity), during or
temporally near to specific events (minimizing retrospective bias),
and intensively and repeatedly as dynamic psychological processes
unfold (increasing measurement precision). Using AA to follow an
individual in daily life as it is commonly lived provides the ideal
vehicle for capturing individuals’ unique dynamic processes, guiding clinical decision making, and facilitating real-time interventions. These features have spurred a renewed interest in idiographic methods and a push to develop and implement precision
assessment and personalized (i.e., person-specific or idiographic)
models for use in clinical settings (Epskamp, van Borkulo, et al.,
2018; Fisher, 2015; Roche, Pincus, Rebar, Conroy, & Ram, 2014;
van Os, Delespaul, Wigman, Myin-Germeys, & Wichers, 2013;
Wright et al., 2016; Zimmermann et al., in press).
Idiographic models of behavior are not new (e.g., Cattell &
Luborsky, 1950; Zevon & Tellegen, 1982), but the technological
and methodological advances that AA has fostered have reinvigorated interest in them. Intensive data can now be collected, stored,
and analyzed with relative ease. Idiographic models exploit frequent assessments of a single individual by capturing not just the
level of behaviors, but also their temporal profile or patterning.
This allows for the assessment of dynamic constructs such as

Ambulatory assessment (AA) refers to a range of techniques
(e.g., ecological momentary assessment, experience sampling
methodology, ambulatory psychophysiology, daily diaries, passive
sensing) that are designed to assess some combination of subjective experience, physiology, and context in an individual’s natural
environment, intensively and repeatedly over time. AA has en-
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duration of behavior, instability, inertia, situation– behavior contingencies, and, ultimately, multivariate personalized psychological models. That behavior varies across time and circumstances is
the rule, not the exception, and clinically the focus is often on
when and under what conditions critical behaviors occur. For
example, depressive episodes are marked by persistent low positive affect, borderline personality pathology is reflected in instability of affect, and compulsions manifest when anxiety rises.
Conducting a behavior chain in dialectical behavior therapy (Linehan, 1993) involves walking the patient through in sequence,
establishing the chain of events leading up to some targeted
outcome (e.g., self-injurious behavior). The logic is similar in AA,
with the goal to capture behaviors in real time or close to it, so that
these sequences can be ascertained and possibly intervened upon
in situ. These might offer important hypotheses for collaborative
exploration (Bak, Drukker, Hasmi, & van Os, 2016; Beltz, Wright,
Sprague, & Molenaar, 2016; Kroeze et al., 2017), assist in treatment planning (Fisher & Boswell, 2016; Schiepek, StögerSchmidinger, Aichhorn, Schöller, & Aas, 2016), or even signal a
worsening of functioning (Wichers, Groot, Psychosystems, ESM
Group, & EWS Group, 2016).
Traditionally, idiographic measurement has been placed in opposition to nomothetic, or group-based, principles of measurement.
For instance, a fully idiographic approach to measurement involves “the measurement of variables and functional relations that
have been individually selected, or derived from assessment stimuli or contexts that have been individually tailored, to maximize
their relevance for the particular individual” (Haynes, Mumma, &
Pinson, 2009, p. 179). In this scheme, little and possibly nothing
would be consistent between assessments applied to different
individuals. This contrasts with “nomothetic assessment, in which
judgments about a person are based on comparison with other
persons using data from the same assessment instrument administered in a standardized manner” (p. 180). These approaches are not
as incompatible as they might seem, and each can contribute
valuable information. The value in idiographic assessment is high
fidelity to the specific individual, but at the cost of being able to
make comparisons to others. However, if an assessment requires
reference to normative functioning, as is almost always the case in
clinical or applied settings, a purely idiographic approach will be
found lacking. This is because, as Sullivan (1954) so eloquently
put it, “We all show everything that any mental patient shows,
except for the pattern, the accents, and so on” (p. 183). In other
words, most of what we are interested in understanding in a
clinical assessment is problems of general processes that all engage in to some degree. To illustrate, we all experience daily
stress, and almost all of us experience negative emotions as a
result. What are the features of those processes that would signal
a problem? Frequency? Intensity? Duration? The strength of the
stress-negative affect coupling? Triggering subsequent maladaptive behavior (e.g., binge drinking)? These types of questions are
best understood in the context of what the normative stress process
looks like, and how any given individual’s process departs from it.
To understand an individual’s model, it needs to be understood in
reference to what is normative.
Therefore, to make personalized psychological models viable,
idiographic methods need to be wedded to nomothetic principles.
Here, we advocate for using fully standardized protocols to assess
within-person processes or personalized psychological models. We

see two major challenges. First, with few exceptions, our understanding of the temporal patterning of constructs of interest is
limited. More systematic research is needed on how to design
assessments, including when, where, how, and with what frequency. Second, few inventories have been developed for and
given rigorous psychometric evaluation with AA data collection.
Omnibus measures are lacking, and measures for specific constructs are sparse. Intensive longitudinal data can be used to
calculate person-specific statistics and models that are not available with cross-sectional data. At the same time, the interpretation
of these novel statistical features in single case scenarios requires
information on their reliability, validity, and normative distributions that is currently rarely available. Taken together, these issues
leave assessment basics, like designing an AA battery that supports
appropriate inferences to answer specific referral questions, currently beyond the reach for practitioners in applied settings. Addressing the challenges of AA requires integrating theory, sampling, and analytic concerns much more tightly than it is usually
done in traditional cross-sectional assessment (Collins, 2006).
Several excellent reviews have extensively covered AA in psychological research (e.g., Carpenter, Wycoff, & Trull, 2016; Mohr,
Zhang, & Schueller, 2017; Moskowitz, Russell, Sadikaj, & Sutton,
2009; Shiffman, Stone, & Hufford, 2008; Trull & Ebner-Priemer,
2013; Wrzus & Mehl, 2015). Our goal here is not to recapitulate
these, but rather give critical consideration to what is needed to
make applied AA viable. Because the notion of using AA for
personalized assessment has really accelerated in the last 5–10
years, our review emphasizes recent publications. Our proposition
is that idiographic principles of measurement, which emphasize
the estimation of person-specific statistics, need to be infused with
nomothetic principles, which provide a firm basis for developing
reliable, valid, standardized and normed assessment measures and
procedures. We start with a case presentation that exemplifies the
type of assessment AA facilitates, while also providing a vehicle to
introduce many of the relevant statistical and modeling features
available and how they link to clinically relevant concepts. Next,
we review the fundamentals of data collection and psychometrics
in AA, and end with recommendations for future research and
current implementation.

Case Example
We selected this case from a recent study in which psychotherapeutic inpatients completed the Personality Dynamics Diary
(PDD) every evening during their inpatient treatment (Zimmermann et al., in press; Study 2). The PDD is a 32-item questionnaire
that assesses major dimensions of adaptive and maladaptive behaviors as well as situational experiences. Here, we focus on the
following six scales: Positive Events (including agentic and communal reward; four items), Social Stress (including hostility and
disappointments; four items), and Workload (two items) capture
daily fluctuations in situation experiences; Sociability (including
outgoingness and agreeableness; four items), Internalizing Symptoms (including negative affect, detachment, and emotional instability; six items), and Externalizing Symptoms (including impulsivity and aggression; four items) capture daily fluctuations in
behaviors. Subjects endorse whether each item applied to them
during the last 24 hr using 4-point scales ranging from 0 (very
false) to 3 (very true). The case example we selected was a 54-year
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patient during his hospital stay. For example, this patient hardly
experienced any social stress or externalizing symptoms, whereas
positive events and internalizing symptoms fluctuated considerably across days. A range of person-specific univariate and bivariate statistics can efficiently capture these impressions. Table 1
summarizes the psychological meaning of these statistics, and
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old man who received treatment for 84 days and provided diaries
for 80 days (95% response rate). The data used here is deidentified
and is therefore exempt from our institutional review.
The time series and density distributions for the six scales are
presented in Figure 1. They provide a first impression of the
typical experiences as well as ups and downs of this particular
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Time series and density distribution of six daily diary scales in the case example.
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Table 1
Summary of Commonly Applied Person-Specific Statistics
Statistic
Individual mean (iM)
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Linear trend (rTIME)

Individual standard deviation
(iSD)
Individual root mean square
successive difference
(iRMSSD)
First-order autocorrelation
(rAUTO1)

Within-person correlation (r)

Psychological meaning
The baseline or general tendency of the time series. It may be interpreted as an estimate of the individual’s typical
or default behavior.
The degree to which the time series is correlated with time. It can be interpreted as an estimate of how much the
typical behavior of an individual changes linearly across the observation period. The linear trend seems most
informative when AA is coupled with some kind of intervention. In other contexts, this statistic is often not of
substantive interest or might reflect reactivity to the protocol.
The gross fluctuation or “flux” of the time series. It may be interpreted as an estimate of the individual’s gross
variability in behavior.
The amount of observation-to-observation change in the time series. It may be interpreted as an estimate of the
individual’s instability in behavior. In contrast to iSD, this statistic is sensitive to the temporal order of the test
scores (Ebner-Priemer, Eid, Kleindienst, Stabenow, & Trull, 2009).
The degree to which a current state can be predicted by the previous state. It may be interpreted as an estimate of
the individual’s carry-over effect or “inertia” of behavior. In applied settings, the autocorrelation is likely to
vary between 0 and 1 for most assessment designs (Hamaker, Grasman, & Kamphuis, 2016). Within this range,
a low autocorrelation indicates a time series that returns rapidly to its mean following a deviation. A high
autocorrelation indicates a time series that once perturbed tends to remain so, taking a long time to return to
baseline.
The degree to which two time series are associated; that is, how much fluctuation in one variable correlates with
fluctuation in the other. It can be interpreted as an estimate of how much two processes run in parallel or are
dynamically coupled within an individual across time.

Table 2 presents the results for this particular patient. The individual means (iM) confirm the impression that experiencing positive events (iM ⫽ 1.66) and behaving in a sociable way (iM ⫽
2.08) is much more typical for this patient than experiencing social
stress (iM ⫽ 0.03) and behaving in an externalizing way (iM ⫽
0.01). With regard to the linear trend, we find that Workload and
Internalizing Symptoms decreased over time, which may indicate
that the patient responded to the inpatient treatment. Notably,
Positive Events and Sociability also decreased, suggesting that the
process of recovery for this particular patient was associated with
disengaging from social contacts. The individual standard deviations (iSD) indicate almost no variability in Externalizing Symptoms (iSD ⫽ 0.05) and Social Stress (iSD ⫽ 0.10), but relatively
high variability in Positive Events (iSD ⫽ 0.58). However, although variability was highest in Positive Events, the iRMSSD
suggest that instability was highest in Internalizing Symptoms.
According to the first-order autocorrelations, it seems that inertia
is relatively higher in the daily dynamics of experiencing Positive
Events, Workload, and Sociability as compared to the other scales.
Within-person correlations show that experiencing Positive Events
and Sociability as well as Workload and Internalizing Symptoms
are closely intertwined for this patient. We also observe additional
associations, including moderate associations between Social

Stress and Externalizing Symptoms, and between low Internalizing
Symptoms and Sociability. The full within-person correlation matrix is visualized as a network of associations in Panel A of Figure
2, providing the clinician with a rough graphical summary of the
patient’s dynamic structure.
The univariate and bivariate statistics presented so far summarize key aspects of an individual’s AA data. However, more
powerful statistical tools are available to jointly analyze the multivariate time series of an individual. One of the most prominent
techniques in this regard is vector autoregressive modeling (VAR;
Brandt & Williams, 2007), including its recent extensions graphical VAR (Epskamp, van Borkulo, et al., 2018; Wild et al., 2010)
and structural VAR (SVAR; Gates, Molenaar, Hillary, Ram, &
Rovine, 2010; Wright et al., in press). A key feature of these
techniques is that they move beyond the analysis of bivariate
contemporaneous relationships (i.e., within-person correlations
with a time lag of zero) and capture how multiple time series
predict each other while unfolding over time. That is, withinperson effects in VAR (with a time lag of one measurement
occasion) indicate the extent to which a variable predicts another
variable (or itself) at the next measurement occasion, after controlling for the influence of all other variables at the current
occasion. Thus, VAR provides insight into unique effects with a

Table 2
Summary of the Six Time Series in the Case Example
Scale

iM

iSD

iRMSSD

i␣

rAUTO1

rTIME

rPE

rSS

rW

rS

rIS

Positive Events (PE)
Social Stress (SS)
Workload (W)
Sociability (S)
Internalizing Symptoms (IS)
Externalizing Symptoms

1.66
0.03
0.22
2.08
0.40
0.01

0.58
0.10
0.44
0.49
0.55
0.05

.65
.13
.48
.51
.70
.07

.73
0
.67
.76
.90
0

.36
.08
.38
.42
.18
⫺.04

⫺.43
⫺.09
⫺.33
⫺.37
⫺.35
.10

⫺.22
.22
.78
⫺.25
⫺.20

.07
⫺.07
.14
.28

.01
.51
.05

⫺.31
⫺.10

.14

Note. N ⫽ 80 days. iM ⫽ individual mean, with a theoretical range from 0 to 3; iSD ⫽ individual standard deviation; iRMSSD ⫽ individual root mean
square successive difference; i␣ ⫽ within-person consistency; rAUTO1 ⫽ first-order autocorrelation; rTIME ⫽ linear trend.
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Figure 2. Modeling the within-person structure using raw correlations (Panel A), and structural vector
autoregression with a time lag of 1 day (Panel B). Blue (darker) lines represent positive effects, red (lighter) lines
represent negative effects. Solid lines represent contemporaneous effects, dotted lines represent lagged effects.
The thickness of the lines represents the effect size. Nonsignificant effects (p ⬎ .05) are omitted. S ⫽ Sociability;
PE ⫽ positive events; W ⫽ workload; SS ⫽ social stress; IS ⫽ internalizing symptoms; ES ⫽ externalizing
symptoms. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

clear temporal order, thereby highlighting potential causal pathways between variables.
Panel B of Figure 2 presents the results of SVAR for the case
example. SVAR can be conceived as an extension of VAR that
jointly models lagged and contemporaneous effects between time
series as path coefficients. We estimated this model using the
“indSEM” function of the R package “gimme” (Lane & Gates,
2017) that automatically performs a stepwise model selection by
starting with an empty model and successively adding paths that
maximize model fit (i.e., using structural equation modeling modification indices). The final model achieved good fit, with
2(36) ⫽ 43.6, p ⫽ .18, root mean square error of approximation ⫽ .051, comparative fit index ⫽ .975, and standardized root
mean square residual ⫽ .067. Panel B of Figure 2 reveals a number
of interesting findings that go beyond the raw within-person correlation matrix shown in Panel A. For example, Workload and
Social Stress seem to act as exogenous predictors that are not
influenced by any other variable in the model: Workload predicts
current and lagged Internalizing Symptoms, and Social Stress
predicts current Externalizing Symptoms and lagged Sociability.
The latter path was not visible in Panel A and suggests that the
sociable behavior of the patient may in part be driven by trying to
repair social conflicts of the past day. On the other hand, Externalizing Symptoms seem to act as an endogenous variable that
does not influence any other variable in the model: For this patient,
they are simply contingent on contemporaneous Social Stress. The
contemporaneous associations between Positive Events, Sociability, and Internalizing Symptoms that are evident from Panel A are
now qualified by specific directions: Positive Events predict high
Sociability and low Internalizing Symptoms, and Internalizing
Symptoms predict low Sociability. However, in addition to these
contemporaneous effects we also uncover somewhat surprising
lagged effects, with Sociability predicting high Internalizing
Symptoms at the next day, and Internalizing symptoms predicting
high Positive Events at the next day. This may reflect a pattern of
engaging with others one day, only to regret the exchanges and
agonize about them the next, and the individual may be motivated

to regulate and disrupt internalizing symptoms by seeking out
positive experiences after experiencing them. Finally, in line with
the pattern of first-order autocorrelations reported in Table 1, we
observe significant autoregressive effects for Positive Events,
Workload, and Sociability.
Multivariate modeling techniques that are based on VAR and its
extensions provide additional summary statistics that may capture
relevant features of an individual’s psychological structure. For
example, graph theory has established a range of centrality indices
that putatively capture the importance of a specific node (i.e.,
variable) in the network (Epskamp, Borsboom, & Fried, 2018). For
example, node strength is defined as the sum of the (absolute) path
coefficients that are directly related to the node, and thus captures
how central fluctuations in this variable are for the whole network.
Other indices such as outward degree (i.e., the sum of all outgoing
connections of a node) may be especially helpful for selecting
variables as leverage points for intervention, because changes in
nodes with high outward degree can be expected to lead to maximum changes in other variables. It is also possible to compute
indices that summarize aspects of the whole network, for example,
the overall residual variance representing the lack of sequential
structure (Fisher, Newman, & Molenaar, 2011).
What all the statistics and models presented so far have in
common is that they are exclusively based on the data from this
particular case. Moreover, all results were interpreted taking this
particular case as the frame of reference. This idiographic approach is typical for applied AA and provides a range of insights
that appear to be useful for understanding and treating the individual. Nevertheless, this approach leaves several questions unanswered that may have important consequences for interpreting the
results: For example, experiencing more Positive Events than
Social Stress, and behaving in a relatively Sociable as compared to
an Externalizing way might simply be the normative pattern of
(self-reported) daily experience that applies to most persons, providing no specific insight about this particular case. The same
might be true for most of the person-specific statistics and models,
including the seemingly informative associations of Positive
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Events and Sociability as well as of Workload and Internalizing
Symptoms. One of the reasons for developing the PDD was to
address these concerns by providing a standardized measure for
assessing major dimensions of within- and between-person differences. That is, instead of tailoring the item pool to the particular
patient, the PDD imposes a fixed set of items with a common
factor structure across levels, thereby promoting a nomothetic
perspective to applied AA. For example, using a sample of 77
inpatients completing the PDD while receiving the same treatment
as a frame of reference (see S11 in Zimmermann et al., in press),
it turns out that the amount of Positive Events the patient experienced was rather typical (T ⫽ 53), whereas the scores on Social
Stress (T ⫽ 34) and Externalizing Symptoms (T ⫽ 37) were indeed
quite low, and the scores on Sociability (T ⫽ 63) quite high.
Moreover, despite representing normative processes that are typical for most persons, the associations of Positive Events and
Sociability (T ⫽ 64) as well as of Workload and Internalizing
Symptoms (T ⫽ 60) were indeed clearly pronounced for this
particular case. These comparisons should illustrate that the interpretation of person-specific statistics and models can be enriched
when based on standardized protocols and linked back to normative (group) data.
This case offers one glimpse of the type of information that
might be gleaned with AA in a single case scenario. This example
belies a large number of essential considerations that went in to the
design of the assessment battery and protocol. In the next section,
we turn to summarizing these main considerations with a view
toward developing methods and measurement that would support
scalable and generalizable AA in clinical settings.

Design Considerations in AA
Unlike traditional cross-sectional assessments, which largely
rely on fixed stimuli presented at a single time-point, designing
AA protocols requires an explicit consideration of the sampling
schedule and frame. Much has been written about these essential
design features (see, e.g., Reis, Gable, & Maniaci, 2014), but with
few exceptions like the areas of pain (e.g., Stone et al., 2003) or
affect, little systematic investigation has studied what happens if
the design features are varied. For instance, what differences
emerge between event-contingent and signal contingent assessment (Himmelstein, Woods, & Wright, 2018)? Here, we review
major design considerations, but emphasize that for the purposes
of applied assessment, more basic research is needed. The key
considerations can be organized around the five Ws, taking the first
as a given: Who is being assessed? Although presented as distinct,
these considerations interdigitate, such that what is assessed may
have implications for how, when, and where it is assessed, and so
on.

What Is Being Assessed?
In general, the constructs that are most interesting to track using
AA are those that vary across time and circumstances on a relatively brief time scale (i.e., moments to days). This is one reason
affect has so frequently been the focus of AA research, because it
is well understood to fluctuate in reaction to life’s vicissitudes,
thereby serving its functional purpose (Kuppens, Oravecz, & Tuerlinckx, 2010). In contrast, something that is not presumed to vary

much over short periods of time, such as the number of friends in
one’s social network or one’s weight, is less amenable to AA.
Constructs commonly sampled in AA include stressors (e.g., Kamarck et al., 2005), situational perceptions (e.g., Sherman, Rauthmann, Brown, Serfass, & Jones, 2015), motivations (e.g., McCabe
& Fleeson, 2012), interpersonal behavior (e.g., Moskowitz &
Zuroff, 2004), psychiatric symptoms (e.g., Myin-Germeys et al.,
2009), specific behaviors (e.g., substance use; Carney, Tennen,
Affleck, Del Boca, & Kranzler, 1998; Shiffman, Paty, Gnys,
Kassel, & Hickcox, 1996), and personality states (e.g., Fleeson,
2001). Most of these can be assessed using self-report inventories
designed to capture states as opposed to traits (i.e., with appropriate wording and temporal referents). Beyond these traditional
psychological constructs, AA has a long history of assessing
ambulatory psychophysiology (Fahrenberg, 1996), sleep and wake
patterns, activity levels, and endocrine functioning (e.g., salivary
cortisol samples).

How Is It Assessed?
How data are sampled has implications for which construct and
how frequently it can be sampled. Self-report and passive sensors
are likely to encompass the large majority of AA data in practical
settings. Self-report in AA has the important strength of capturing
an individual’s subjective experience. It stands to reason that
burden, fatigue, and reactivity (i.e., changing one’s behavior in
response to repeated sampling) could threaten the validity of
self-reported AA data. Yet as Shiffman and colleagues (2008)
reviewed, scant evidence has been found to support the concern in
the aggregate. However, our personal experience running large
samples through AA research would suggest that there are marked
individual differences in reactivity—some clearly experience it,
some do not. As noted, when administered intensively and repeatedly in the moment, self-reports allow for direct assessment of
patterns that can otherwise be muddied when using traditional
cross-sectional assessment (e.g., due to biases of retrospection,
lack of insight, poor memory). The PDD used in the case example
here follows the classic self-report measure model.
But other options exist, including having the participant capture
qualitative data (e.g., photo, video, audio) that can then be coded
in some way either by person or machine, and, although difficult
to implement, it is possible to get observer reports or the reports
from multiple informants (Roche et al., 2014). One example might
be using a yoked smart-phone application, whereby when one
person enters data about an event (e.g., target patient), another is
prompted to do the same (e.g., patient’s spouse). Emerging technologies use sensor arrays, either newly designed to be worn by the
individual for the purpose of AA or take advantage of the large
number of sensors embedded in the average person’s smartphone
(Beierle et al., 2018; Ferreira, Kostakos, & Dey, 2015; Harari et
al., 2016). Examples of passive sensors that might be relevant
include heart-rate monitors, blood-pressure cuffs, accelerometers,
global positioning system antennae, microphones, light sensors,
Bluetooth, and screen or application use recorders. To illustrate,
smartphone screen on and off times can be used to reliably index
an individual’s sleep–wake cycle (Chen et al., 2013). What should
be made clear is that for the most part, passive sensors only
indirectly correspond to constructs of interest (Mohr et al., 2017).
For instance, a practitioner may be interested in assessing arousal
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using passive sensors (e.g., heart-rate, skin conductance), but these
sensors are unlikely to be specific to arousal states, and algorithms
will need to be developed to translate streams of sensor data into
interpretable states. In developing these algorithms, which is
largely done in a data-driven manner using machine-learning techniques, there is a tension between building models that are highly
accurate and those that generalize well. In the published research,
small and nonrepresentative samples currently abound, and thus,
much work is needed in this area. Nevertheless, the potential to
assess individuals using objective measures that continuously record behavior is opening up exciting new avenues of measurement.
In general, though, complex psychological constructs (i.e., motivations, thoughts, feelings) are most likely to be assessed directly
with self-report surveys, whereas sensor data may be used to
generate objective state categories (e.g., walking, running, sleeping, communicating; Ickin et al., 2012). Passive monitoring has
vast potential and can be used to infer relatively complex states
(e.g., stress), but likely has an upper limit to what can be inferred.
Issues of how data are being collected are tightly intertwined with
what is being sampled.

When (and How Frequent) Are Assessments?
Common sense dictates that assessment schedules should match
the occurrence and timing of the phenomena of interest. In practice
this can be difficult to achieve. In part this is because most theories
have given little attention to the precise timing and frequency of
relevant events. For instance, if one is self-mutilating to reduce
negative affect, does it occur immediately when it is experienced,
after some sustained period of time, or threshold (Nock & Prinstein, 2004)? Even if these were well articulated, real world
considerations, such as burden, fatigue, and rarity of events impinge upon the assessment enterprise. For one, events and behavior
of interest may not occur on the same time-scale. Nightly sleep
occurs once per day, whereas stressful events and their evoked
response can happen many times within a day. Some high-value
events may be quite rare (e.g., interpersonal violence, selfmutilation), such that even with frequent sampling an assessment
is unlikely to capture many instances. One might be tempted to
reduce the frequency of sampling (e.g., once daily), but this may
blur the specific processes leading up to the target behavior if they
occur on a briefer time-scale. Selecting a sampling scale often
involves trade-offs between frequency and fidelity. Being able to
make reliable inferences requires some minimum of observations
of an event, whereas making inferences at the right level of
granularity requires the correct timing. Both are important but may
be at odds with each other in many scenarios. Thus, rules that
require sampling more or less frequently than an event can be
expected to occur are generally misguided, and instead the exact
timing schedule should be selected based on substantive and
methodological concerns (both practical and quantitative). In our
case example, we chose daily assessments because it is an intuitive
time unit that is easy to implement, it is infrequent enough to ask
a longer scale, and many of the target behaviors are too rare for
hour-to-hour assessments, but not so rare that week-to-week assessments would suffice.
Three general categories of sampling schemes have been developed: event contingent, fixed, and random interval. Event contingent recording is tied to the occurrence of some event, a situation,
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or internal state. This approach is often used for rare or unpredictable events, as might be the case in meaningful interpersonal
interactions (Moskowitz & Zuroff, 2004) or binge-eating episodes
(Smyth et al., 2007). The target of the assessment is instructed to
complete a survey or begin recording at the start of or soon after
an event has occurred. A challenge associated with this approach
is the difficulty determining whether all relevant events have been
reported. Realistically some degree of missing data is expected,
though it is difficult to ascertain the amount and nature of the
missing data. Hence, one must hope that the observed cases are
representative of the total set of cases (i.e., missing is completely
at random). One of the exciting promises of passive sensing is its
ability to safeguard against missed events by detecting them and
prompting the participant to respond. Alternatively, one sensor
could be used to trigger other sensors (e.g., Bluetooth contact
between smartphones in proximity could engage the microphone
to capture an interpersonal interaction).
An alternative approach is to adopt a fixed or random interval
of assessment. Daily diaries commonly use a fixed interval
approach, as was done in the case example above. The assessment target is asked to complete a survey each evening. Less
common, although also feasible, is an hour or quarter-hour
interval. Naturally, the narrower the interval, the more participant burden, therefore brief fixed intervals require strong justification. Fixed intervals need not be symmetrical and building
in some asymmetry to more densely sample important parts of
a process is conceivable (e.g., few samples during the day but
frequent assessments on nights when substance use occurs;
Piasecki et al., 2011). Continuous sampling, as is the case with
most passive sensors, would be considered a fixed schedule,
albeit with very high sampling rate (e.g., every minute or
second). A concern with fixed interval recording is that the
assessed target may change their natural behavior and rhythms
according to the schedule (i.e., reactivity).
Random or pseudorandom prompts have been used to get
around these concerns. A typical approach might be to sample
six to eight times per day, but at random times or at random
within some block (e.g., 2 hr) to avoid large periods without
sampling. A limitation of truly random prompts arises when one
wants to use statistical models that examine autoregressive
effects (i.e., time-series models), which have traditionally relied
on an assumption of equal sampling interval. New statistical
methods are being developed that circumvent or account for
unequal intervals (de Haan-Rietdijk, Voelkle, Keijsers, & Hamaker, 2017). Alternatively, random assessments within defined blocks might be assumed to be equidistant on average, and
estimated effects interpreted accordingly. Finally, sampling approaches are not mutually exclusive, such that they can be
combined with good effect. For instance, one might combine
event-contingent sampling with random prompt sampling to
decouple assessments of events and affect (e.g., Greeno, Wing,
& Shiffman, 2000; Kockler, Santangelo, & Ebner-Priemer,
2018). This approach, although more burdensome, allows for
examining antecedents and consequents of events.

Where Is It Assessed?
Modern AA methods can also be used to tailor assessments to
specific settings or contexts, in what has been termed “context-
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aware” sampling (Intille, 2007). Certain behaviors may not occur
frequently in some settings (e.g., interactions with employers) or
more frequently in others (e.g., drinking at a bar). Isolating assessments to relevant contexts can reduce burden and the collection of
large amounts of irrelevant data. Similar to event contingent sampling, context contingent sampling could be entrusted to the participant (i.e., instructions to complete assessments only while at
work, or drinking at a bar) or alternatively might be offloaded to
hardware and software (e.g., using geo-fencing to establish “hotzones” for assessment around relevant establishments or sensors
that detect certain contexts).

Psychometric Foundations of Applied AA
Research using AA has yielded valuable new insights, but it has
seldom systematically addressed the reliability and validity of
either the momentary scales used or the statistics derived from
time series of symptoms, behaviors, contexts, and so on. For
instance, with some notable exceptions (e.g., Tomko et al., 2014),
it is common in basic and applied research to arbitrarily select
items that are presumed to tap in to the constructs of interest
without complete psychometric evaluation (e.g., David, Marshall,
Evanovich, & Mumma, 2018; Schiepek et al., 2016). That is, basic
requirements for interpreting and evaluating test results may be not
met in many instances of applied AA (International Test Commission, 2013). To place applied AA on firm empirical footing, it is
necessary to addresses these issues by both developing new measures that adhere to contemporary assessment standards and refine
these standards in line with the specific challenges of AA (Bornstein, 2017). We adapt nomothetic assessment basics for use with
AA and person-specific statistics and point to some of the emerging work that may coalesce in the future.

Reliability
Broadly speaking, reliability captures whether a test score is
reproducible. If we could apply the same AA twice (i.e., under the
same circumstances) on the same person we would hope to get the
same, or at least very similar, results. At least three aspects of
reliability can be distinguished in an applied AA setting: withinperson consistency, precision, and stability.
Within-person consistency refers to the reliability of a single
time series. It is defined by the relative amount of true score
variability in a time series, or, in other words, the degree to which
differences among scores across time reflect true score changes. In
cross-sectional measurement, consistency of a scale can be
straightforwardly computed using classic measures of internal
consistency like Cronbach’s alpha or McDonald’s omega. Withinperson analogues for these statistics have been developed to estimate the degree to which fluctuations across time in constructs is
consistent across presumed constituent items (Hu et al., 2016). In
research settings it is common to estimate the pooled withinperson consistency using multilevel modeling (e.g., Cranford et al.,
2006; Geldhof, Preacher, & Zyphur, 2014; Shrout & Lane, 2012),
although it is likely that within-person consistency differs between
persons. Note that in many AA applications, only single items are
used to represent a construct, and thus within-person consistency
remains unclear in these cases (but see Schuurman & Hamaker,
2018, for a possible solution). We argue that the number of items

per scale has to balance the burden of repeated assessments with
the construct of interest, with some constructs only requiring a
single item (e.g., cigarettes smoked in the last hour) and more
complex constructs requiring several items (e.g., positive or negative affect [Scott et al., 2018] or impulsivity [Tomko et al.,
2014]).
Precision refers to the reliability of a single AA statistic. It is
based on the assumption that measurement occasions are randomly sampled from the individual’s life and can be defined by
the standard error of the statistic at hand, with smaller standard
errors indicating greater precision. Although this is not a standardized measure of reliability, it can be used to test whether a
statistic is significantly different from zero, or to compute a
95% confidence interval for the statistic. For instance, in the
case example, the standard error of the individual mean for
Positive Events is 0.064, resulting in a 95% confidence interval
of [1.53, 1.78]. This suggests that we were able to estimate the
iM of Positive Events for this particular patient with relatively
high precision (given that the full theoretical scale ranges from
0 to 3). Note that this is analogous to the use of the standard
error of measurement in cross-sectional assessment, but now is
based on the individual’s own distribution of scores. The precision of other statistics for which the standard error cannot be
formally derived (e.g., centrality indices in SVAR networks)
may be estimated using resampling techniques (Epskamp, Borsboom, et al., 2018). It is also possible to incorporate information on within-person consistency (e.g., by using latent variable
modeling) when estimating the statistics of interest as well as
their precision (Schuurman, Houtveen, & Hamaker, 2015). In
any case, we argue that it is crucial to estimate precision of AA
statistics before one can interpret them in single case scenarios.
This is especially important when dealing with multivariate
models such as networks of partial correlations which are likely
more susceptible to sampling error (Forbes, Wright, Markon, &
Krueger, 2017). Otherwise there is an unknown risk of interpreting something as a signal that is simply noise.
Stability can be interpreted at the within-person and the
between-person level. At the within-person level stability refers to
the assumption that the statistic of interest is stationary, that is,
does not change across the assessment period. This assumption can
be explicitly tested using more general models that allow for
time-varying parameters (Bringmann et al., 2017). At the betweenperson level stability refers to the rank-order stability of individuals when assessed twice. Under the assumption that the underlying construct does not change, the rank-order stability of a statistic
corresponds to its retest-reliability. In classical psychological testing, this reliability estimate is used to compute the standard error
of measurement, which can be thought of as the between-person
analogue of the standard error mentioned above. There is some
evidence that the rank-order of individual means and standard
deviations is relatively stable (Jones, Brown, Serfass, & Sherman,
2017; Wright & Simms, 2016), but this is much less clear for
within-person correlations (Mejía, Hooker, Ram, Pham, & Metoyer, 2014) and VAR based networks (Beck & Jackson, 2018). A
crucial question for future applied AA research will be to clarify
how many data points are needed to obtain stable estimates for a
specific statistic.
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Validity
We argue that applied AA should be judged by the same
established criteria of validity as other approaches in psychological assessment. These criteria include aspects such as structural validity (i.e., a theoretically convincing measurement
model), convergent validity and discriminant or incremental
validity. However, specific challenges come along with the
differentiation of within- and between-person structures that is
inherent to applied AA.
Measurement models of popular constructs (e.g., personality
traits) have almost exclusively been developed based on crosssectional designs, and such designs actually confound the withinperson and between-person measurement model (Hamaker,
Schuurman, & Zijlmans, 2017). Thus, the enterprise of developing
multi-item measures for applied AA is faced with the challenge of
developing new models that ensure measurement invariance
across levels of analysis (Adolf, Schuurman, Borkenau, Borsboom, & Dolan, 2014; Hamaker et al., 2017). To take a first step
in this direction, the items of the PDD were selected for showing
a factor loading pattern that is largely equivalent across the pooled
within-person and between-person matrix (Zimmermann et al., in
press). However, even when adopting such a test development
strategy, it seems easily possible that individual within-person
factor structures differ between persons (Adolf et al., 2014; Brose,
Voelkle, Lövdén, Lindenberger, & Schmiedek, 2015). Thus, it will
be important to investigate (e.g., using simulation studies) whether
deviances from measurement invariance across persons have detrimental practical consequences for applied AA (e.g., result in
biased estimates of within-person correlations). Such research
efforts may also come to the conclusion that in some areas achieving measurement invariance across levels is simply not possible,
for example, because within- and between-person processes are
too different (Molenaar & Campbell, 2009).
Convergent validity refers to the degree to which two measures
of the same (or very similar) constructs are associated. There is
considerable research showing that AA statistics exhibit theoretically consistent associations with measures of psychopathology
and personality. For example, the levels of emotional and behavioral states are robustly related to their corresponding personality
trait (Fleeson & Gallagher, 2009; Wright & Simms, 2016), the
variability and instability of negative emotions is related to constructs such as neuroticism (Houben, van den Noortgate, & Kuppens, 2015), negative affectivity (Wright & Simms, 2016), and
borderline personality disorder (Trull et al., 2008), inertia in negative emotions is positively associated with low self-esteem and
(future) depressive symptoms (Kuppens, Allen, & Sheeber, 2010;
van de Leemput et al., 2014), within-person correlations between
stress and negative emotions have been interpreted as a measure of
emotional (or stress) reactivity and were found to be associated
with neuroticism and risk for psychosis (Bolger & Schilling, 1991;
Myin-Germeys, van Os, Schwartz, Stone, & Delespaul, 2001), and
research using VAR has indicated, for instance, that stronger
lagged effects between different negative emotions are associated
with Major Depression (Pe et al., 2014) and neuroticism (Bringmann et al., 2016). However, this kind of research is far from being
conclusive. For example, even if individual means of states are
robustly related to their corresponding traits, this may not generalize to other assessment methods. In fact, a recent study suggests
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that individual means of personality states do not predict informant
reports of these traits beyond global self-reports, questioning the
incremental value of this AA statistic (Finnigan & Vazire, 2018).
Moreover, research on convergent validity of within-person variance is almost fully lacking. This seems concerning because there
may be interesting discrepancies across levels. For instance, Hamaker (2012) provides the evocative and almost axiomatic example of typing speed and errors at the within- (positively correlated)
and between-person (negatively correlated) levels. Other examples
include exercise and heart rate (positive within, negative between),
and search for meaning and wellbeing (positive within, negative
between), which all point to the importance of establishing validity
at each level.
Discriminant validity refers to the degree to which two measures of different constructs are unrelated, and incremental
validity refers to the extent to which a measure increases the
predictive ability beyond that provided by other relevant measures. There is increasing evidence that many of the AA statistics are highly overlapping from a between-person perspective,
and thus probably lacking discriminant and incremental validity
(e.g., iSD, iRMSSD, and autocorrelation are not mathematically
independent). For example, a recent study suggests that when
controlling for individual means, other univariate statistics of
the individual distributions add little to the prediction of selfreported personality traits (with the exception of iSDs being
incrementally related to emotionality and extraversion; Jones et
al., 2017). As another example, a reanalysis of data presented as
evidence for network connection strength being associated with
psychopathology (Wigman et al., 2013) suggests that this was
an artifact produced by associations of psychopathology with
iSDs (Terluin, de Boer, & de Vet, 2016). Thus, it seems highly
important to jointly consider multiple AA statistics when predicting relevant outcomes to control for their potential overlap
(e.g., Castro-Schilo & Ferrer, 2013). More research is needed
using a bottom-up approach on the between-person structure of
AA statistics (Wigman et al., 2015).
There are further issues that may challenge the validity of AA
statistics. For example, they may have quite different meanings
depending on the actual content/behavior of the time series (e.g.,
inertia of positive emotions may have a different psychological
meaning than inertia of negative emotions). Actually, most research on the validity of dynamic statistics has been done only
with AA ratings of emotions (Houben et al., 2015); thus, their
validity with regard to, for example, other personality trait expression, interpersonal behavior, or situation experiences is still unclear. At least one recent study suggests that, although withinperson variation in personality states highly overlaps with withinperson variation in positive and negative affect, it also captures
some information above and beyond that (Wilson, Thompson, &
Vazire, 2017). A further threat to validity is response style. For
example, a recent study suggested that some statistics, such as iSD,
may be highly confounded by response styles, in this case, the
unspecific tendency to use extreme responses (Baird, Lucas, &
Donnellan, 2017). One solution could be, in the long run, to
deemphasize self-report rating scales and either replace or augment them with passive sensing based on behavioral stream data
(Mohr et al., 2017).
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Recommendations for Future Research
We wish to end with a call for basic research on the application
of AA to begin developing an empirical base for its use in practical
settings. To answer this call, we see the following as the necessary
steps: First, measures need to be developed specifically for AA.
This should involve consideration of the various issues specific to
AA (e.g., timescale, burden) during item derivation and instrument
validation. Similar, if not greater, care should be given to reliability and validity during item auditioning. Validation should include
both the within- and between-person level of analysis and should
consider the use of person-specific statistics beyond individual
means. We perceive the greatest need for broadband or omnibus
measures that would provide a suite of scales that could be deployed using a flexible battery approach given a particular patient’s issues. That is, because not all scales would be relevant to
all patients (e.g., Externalizing and Social Stress showed low
reliability and variability in the case example), only those that are
relevant could be used in a given case. However, there would be
considerable benefit in having scales with shared features (e.g., on
a similar response format) and standardization. Additional systems
that would be valuable include measures of highly relevant contextual features. Focal measures or systems of assessment (e.g.,
passive sensing of stress) should be developed following these
recommendations.
Second, normative data should be gathered for current and
future developed measures. Norms should be gathered not only for
specific populations of interest, but also for the various statistics of
interest, and any other application variable (e.g., timescales) that
might differ when implemented. Then, it is possible to compute all
relevant statistics separately for each individual and use the resulting distributions to generate norm tables (e.g., using T values).
This is the approach we illustrated in the case example above
(although we admit that the reference sample was neither large nor
representative). A more advanced approach to normalization
would be to incorporate assumptions and knowledge about the
distributional characteristics of these statistics directly when estimating them for the individual case. This may substantially enhance the precision and robustness of the individual estimates,
especially for more complex VAR models. Different methods are
available that impose different distributional assumptions. For
example, group iterative multiple model estimation (Gates & Molenaar, 2012; Lane & Gates, 2017) makes no assumptions of the
distributions of path coefficients in SVAR models across persons,
whereas multilevel VAR assumes normal distributions (Bringmann et al., 2013). An even more flexible approach to incorporating prior knowledge about distributions may be Bayesian estimation (Wagenmakers, Morey, & Lee, 2016), which has been
successfully applied to single case scenarios (Schuurman et al.,
2015; see also Epskamp, van Borkulo, et al., 2018, for a similar
suggestion). However, it should be noted that other researchers
have expressed concerns about integrating group-level data in the
estimation process (Ram, Brinberg, Pincus, & Conroy, 2017), so
this issue requires careful attention in future research.
Third, the apparatus of implementation must be developed. We
need tools that automatically analyze AA data and provide a
user-friendly feedback for patients or clinicians with guides to
appropriate interpretations. This includes user friendly software
that would sit on the assessment target’s device (e.g., smartphone),

as well as on the practitioner’s computer. The software must be
based on user-centered designs that make it intuitive if not pleasing
to use as well as be able to provide easy to consume output that
distils important information from the AA. Ideally this would be
customizable, and we would encourage someone to develop a
general framework that could flexibly add and remove AA battery
components as opposed to different proprietary applications for
each measure. First steps in these directions have been made,
including, for instance, automated VAR data analyses with graphical output for ease of interpretation (Kaiser & Laireiter, 2017; van
der Krieke et al., 2015).
Fourth, even if we have technical solutions, it is important to
make sure that test users find the information provided useful, and
that the increased burden is worth the effort (i.e., provide incremental information). In other word, more research is needed to
demonstrate the clinical acceptability and utility of applied AA.
Similar to treatment research that differentiates between efficacy
and effectiveness, we view basic AA research as akin to efficacy,
and research on usefulness in applied settings under real world
conditions as akin to effectiveness. For example, feasibility in
clinical settings must be demonstrated, not taken on faith. Although results for feasibility of AA and usability of personalized
feedback is promising for lay users or patients (van der Krieke et
al., 2017; Zimmermann et al., in press), mental health professionals may be more reluctant to find AA results worth the effort
(Zimmermann et al., in press). Moreover, insofar as this type of
assessment provides a more faithful view of clinically relevant
processes, and potentially with less bias than retrospection, they
would provide ideal treatment targets (e.g., examine changes in
within-person autocorrelation before and after treatment). Whether
this is the case is currently unclear, for example, one study did not
find treatment effects on network structure (Snippe et al., 2017). It
may also be possible to show that personalized feedback itself can
reduce symptoms. However, research in this area is also just
emerging and results are preliminary. For example, there is some
tentative evidence that symptoms can be reduced (Kramer et al.,
2014) or positive affect increased (van Roekel et al., 2017), although it is likely that the utility of feedback to effect change will
vary widely across different populations. Finally, it would be
compelling if personalized models lead to more rapid treatment
gains by allowing for bespoke interventions. Although this question naturally follows from the notion of personalized models, little
work has examined it (cf. Fernandez, Fisher, & Chi, 2017). We
note, however, that unfortunately the ability for traditional indepth psychological assessment to significantly improve treatment
outcomes is a woefully understudied topic.
We recognize that these are broad recommendations, and they
are purposefully so, intended to guide general efforts. The specific
steps and decisions may differ considerably depending on the
purpose of the measure and its intended use in practice. We hope
the review leading up to these points will stimulate the thinking
needed to address the challenging but potentially fruitful work
needed to place applied AA on a firm scientific foundation.

Conclusion
We have covered some of the main considerations for moving
toward empirically based AA in applied settings. Enthusiasm for
using AA to develop personalized models is palpable in the field.
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We share this enthusiasm, but also believe that although AA and
accompanying developments in technology and methods facilitate
idiographic assessment and analyses, there is value in hewing
closely to the lessons learned from nomothetic assessment as we
cut a new path forward. Thus, we have argued that developing
measures and models that simultaneously satisfy considerations of
AA design and traditional notions of reliability and validity are
paramount.
Many additional issues are in need of attention. Some that come
to mind include: What should be done with improper distributions
or values in an individual case, such as when variables are highly
skewed, or even have a variance of zero? What are reasonable
expectations for power and precision (i.e., how many data points
per person are needed to obtain reliable person-specific estimates)?
How should burden in the form of number of items, number of
times per day, and total length of protocol be handled? What are
reasonable upper bounds on these demands before data quality
begins to degrade? What tools can be appropriated to ensure
individuals remain engaged and motivated? And, critically, is the
effort and expense of AA worth it? Can people simply self-report
their “dynamic” patterns given a reasonable prompt? Does AA
provide incrementally useful information beyond cross-sectional
assessment? How effective would just in time interventions be, and
might that justify the effort? Each of these is intertwined with the
points we covered in detail above, but also require additional
consideration that goes beyond this summary. Indeed, in reviewing
the literature we found it much easier to generate questions than
answers. Much impressive work has been done over the past
several years, and much is ongoing, but there is much left to be
done. We are excited for the next steps.
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